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Polar profile of random proteins and their incidences in Uniprot Database
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In order to deepen in the polymerization mechanism of proteins, we considered the possibility of nature having a random
pattern to design proteins. With this in mind, we built, evaluated, and compared two groups of proteins with different level
of randomness Random proteins, and Pseudo random proteins. The degree of randomness was statistically verified for
both groups, their fragments were searched in Uniprot Database and their electromagnetic profile was evaluated with the
Polarity Index Method. Our results show that the "random pattern" of the protein fragments, in both groups, has a presence
(measured with the number of hits) that is far from being an isolated or accidental case. It was particularly observed that
the total fragments of the Pseudo Random proteins found in Uniprot Database was 10 times greater than the total
fragments observed in the Random proteins.
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1. Introduction
Polymerization is an eminent chemical process where different monomers group together to form a protein, whose
primary structure is an orderly succession of amino acids that adopts a characteristic three-dimensional conformation.
There are two factors that have an important impact in protein formation: polymerization and electrical charge of
monomers, although they are also influenced by the amino acids concentration, temperature, and acidity of the medium.
All these factors bias the formation of a protein. In this work, two groups of proteins called Synthetic proteins were
computationally built, these groups had a different degree of randomness that was verified with the same statistical test,
and the electronegativity profile was determined for both of them. Additionally, all Synthetic protein fragments were
searched in Uniprot Database [1], with Blast software [2], finding that these synthetic protein fragments are very high.
When their electronegativity graphs (Fig. 1) were checked, it was found that they exhibit a large number of inflection
points. The Synthetic protein group is formed by two types of proteins: Pseudo Random proteins, whose monomers
were chosen from 20 possible amino acids, weighted, and grouped by their electrical charge in four polarity groups; and
Random proteins, whose monomers had an equal probability of being chosen. Both groups of proteins were evaluated
with the supervised program Polarity Index Method (PIM) [3-19], that only takes for its metric the electromagnetic
profile of the protein linear sequence (Evaluation of electromagnetic profile section).

2. Material and Methods
This work takes two different groups of synthetic proteins computationally generated with different level of
randomness (Table 1, paragraphs 1, 2), at a later stage, they were sought in Uniprot Database [1], with all their possible
fragments.
2.1

Evaluation of electromagnetic profile

The supervised method used here, (PIM), has been previously used to identify different groups of proteins [3-19]. For a
review of its use and restrictions, it is recommended to check Polarity index in Proteins - A Bioinformatics Tool [19,
Appendix to Computational Tool).
2.2

Catastrophic Bifurcation Points

The identification of regularities in the graph of a function, includes the points where the function exhibits maximum,
minimum, changes in concavity, and fractality; the inflection points, where it is observed a change in the geometric
regularity of the graph before and after, are known as Catastrophic Bifurcation Points [22-24].
2.3 Data acquisition
The groups of Pseudo random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 2) and Random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 1), were
built with a different degree of randomness (Table 1, paragraphs 1 and 2), and they were statistically verified (Table 1,
paragraph 4).
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2.4

Test plan

The set of tests (Table 2) applied to both groups Pseudo random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 2), and Random
proteins (Table 1, paragraph 1), was the same.
Table 1 Data Acquisition.

#

Description

1

Random proteins. Methodology: the proteins with RND prefix were built forming a random succession of amino
acids, using a script linux (Supplementary Materials section; polanco@unam.mx). from a set of twenty letters
{H, K, R, D, E, C, G, N, Q, S, T, Y, A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W}, these ten proteins are: RND010, RND020,
RND030, RND040, RND050, RND060, RND070, RND080, RND090, and RND100 (Table 5).

2

Pseudo Random proteins. Methodology: the proteins with PRND prefix were built forming a random succession
of amino acids with a Linear Congruential Generator [20] from a set of 20 letters {H, K, R, D, E, C, G, N, Q, S,
T, Y, A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W}, pondering the generation of amino acids with the corresponding proportion of its
electrical charge, according to the numerical equivalence: (1) basic hydrophilic = {H, K, R}; (2) acidic
hydrophilic = {D, E}; (3) neutral = {C, G, N, Q, S, T, Y}; and (4) non-polar = {A, F, I, L, M, P, V, W} (polarity
bias). These ten proteins are PRND010, PRND020, PRND030, PRND040, PRND050, PRND060, PRND070,
PRND080, PRND090, and PRND100 (Table 4).

3

Catastrophic bifurcation points. Methodology: these points were computationally located with a program
designed for this purpose, written in Fortran 77 (Supplementary Materials section; polanco@unam.mx).

4

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Methodology: the tests in both groups were carried out with a computational
implementation designed for this purpose (Supplementary Materials section; polanco@unam.mx) based on the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [21], with a p-value 0.01.

List of tests carried out to the Pseudo random protein and Random protein groups.

Table 2 Test Plan.

#

Description

1

The level of randomness in the Pseudo random protein, (Table 4), and Random protein groups (Table 5) were
verified with the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (Table 1).

2

The identification of fragments in both, Pseudo random protein (Table 4) and Random protein groups (Table 5),
was carried out using Uniprot-BLAST method [1]. Target database: UniprotKB E-Threshold: 10 Matrix: Auto
Filtering: None Gapped: Yes Hits: 250).

3

The relative frequencies of the 16 polarity interactions (electronegativity profile) were plotted as smooth curves
for both groups Pseudo random proteins, (Table 4) and Random proteins (Table 5).

4

The catastrophic bifurcation points (Supplementary Materials section; polanco@unam.mx) of each protein were
computationally identified in each group Pseudo random proteins, (Table 4) and Random proteins (Table 5).

5

Both groups, Pseudo random proteins (Table 4) and Random proteins (Table 5), were evaluated with the
PIM (Evaluation of electromagnetic profile section), calibrating the PIM with one group and applying it to both
groups (Table 3).

List of tests carried out to the Pseudo random protein and Random protein groups.

3. Results
Eight out of ten Pseudo random proteins (Table 4, Test column), influenced by the bias (Table 1, paragraph 2), were
statistically rejected (Table 1, paragraph 4). Ten out of ten Random proteins (Table 5, test column), not affected by the
electromagnetic bias (Table 1, paragraph 1), were statistically accepted (Table 1, paragraph 4).
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Table 3 Hits Synthetic Proteins.

Group

Pseudo random proteins

Random proteins

Pseudo random proteins

70

0

Random proteins

0

80

Hits (%) of the PIM for Pseudo random proteins and Random proteins (Test plan section). The PIM calibrated with
each group (rows) is compared with the groups (columns).
The number of Pseudo random protein fragments, (Table 4, Number of similar fragments column), found in
Uniprot Database [1], is ten times less than the number of Random protein fragments (Table 5, Number of similar
fragments column) found in the same database.
The number of catastrophic bifurcation points (Supplementary Materials section; polanco@unam.mx) found in each
protein of both groups, Pseudo random proteins (Table 4, Number of CBP in the sequence column), and Random
proteins (Table 5, Number of CBP in the sequence column), is similar.
Table 4 Pseudo Random Proteins.

#

ID

Sequence

Test

Number of similar
fragments located in
Uniprot Database

Number of
CBP in the
sequence

PIM
PR
P

RP

1

PRND010 YHVEEEKIDY

✔

2

1

✕

✕

2

PRND020 YKCEVMQGWHYDDDHHPGME

✔

5

1

✕

✕

3

PRND030 YDDDHHPGMEQFDYEDFRNFRRRE ✕
ADKGYR

21

1

✔

✕

4

PRND040 QFDYEDFRNFRRREADKGYRVKYG ✕
YRDEPWCDFEYVERVL

57

2

✔

✕

5

PRND050 RRREADKGYRVKYGYRDEPWCDF ✕
EYVERVLYHYICEDYRAKWLDRRIP
KL

2

3

✕

✕

6

PRND060 VKYGYRDEPWCDFEYVERVLYHYI ✕
CEDYRAKWLDRRIPKLWHYVHKE
YRFYNYVRGCRQY

1

5

✔

✕

7

PRND070 CDFEYVERVLYHYICEDYRAKWLD ✕
RRIPKLWHYVHKEYRFYNYVRGCR
QYEIDRQYDHHGRHIKNHDVDG

2

7

✔

✕

8

PRND080 YHYICEDYRAKWLDRRIPKLWHYV ✕
HKEYRFYNYVRGCRQYEIDRQYDH
HGRHIKNHDVDGDAKRYNKEYPRR
RHNDENDR

17

6

✔

✕

9

PRND090 KWLDRRIPKLWHYVHKEYRFYNY ✕
VRGCRQYEIDRQYDHHGRHIKNHD
VDGDAKRYNKEYPRRRHNDENDR
EQKFCKYCYELNQWQYEMEM

56

8

✔

✕

10 PRND100 WHYVHKEYRFYNYVRGCRQYEIDR ✕
QYDHHGRHIKNHDVDGDAKRYNK
EYPRRRHNDENDREQKFCKYCYEL
NQWQYEMEMFVEIEHFLKGMEFGH
AQYLM

59

9

✔

✕

Pseudo Random proteins. PIM: The PIM calibrated with each group (PRP/RP) compared with the groups (columns).
(✔): Protein accepted by the PIM. (✕): Protein not accepted by the PIM. (Test plan section). Number of similar
fragments located in Uniprot Database [1]: Number of fragments found in Uniprot Database. Test: (✔): Protein
accepted by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. (✕): Protein not accepted by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (p-value =
0.01, Table 1).
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The PIM efficiently discriminated both groups (Table 3): Pseudo random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 2) and
Random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 1). Individually, The PIM calibrated with the Pseudo Random proteins,
identified seven out of ten proteins from this group and any of the Random protein group. When the PIM was
calibrated with the Random protein group, it identified eight out of ten Random proteins and any Pseudo Random
proteins (Table 5 PIM column).

Table 5 Random Proteins.

#

ID

Sequence

Test

1

RND010

HMEVTIPFNS

✔

1

✕

✔

2

RND020

WAPECSCHIGAPKDTQFYYK

✔

1

✕

✔

3

RND030

FCCCHRVYPSALGISCMDILEEETLGHYFD

✔

1

✕

✔

4

RND040

ELAMGDGENGFWPNQKIGGMEMIHLHQL
GVTASFYLDMQP

✔

2

✕

✔

5

RND050

ELAMGDGENGFWPNQKIGGMEMIHLHQL
GVTASFYLDLGPKSRHQSCNDF

✔

2

3

✕

✔

6

RND060

DGVCVIVKSYFDHFWNHMRIPEEHCEHNP ✔
VLAHNNCLPGNPFDAIGWECVMSKGKFHF
K

8

6

✕

✔

7

RND070

FAPDLVQLGHLDGFPPGMKPMMGPKDKQ
GKHGAHHELGNKKNPFEVQFEMLEKHFK
QDGQPTVNYQMRDV

6

8

✕

✕

8

RND080

SDGHETEMWMKHQYADLMAAMMALLD ✔
GNMNMAPPIFYFAAKDCMDEQPMICMIEN
ICFAYGGHQKNMIYHENFCMFMMFI

9

✕

✔

9

RND090

CICHGMADIDDLHKEILSSHDYNVMKEKW ✔
CDSHFQEICKTAIQDLHNIMYDREGFHGKG
KHEFTKNPNLFNEMGPDMFCGQEWPSKAP
CI

2

8

✕

✕

10 RND100

GHDHLFDAMFIALVTEDCRNGACFAIIRAH ✔
QPHFSRDNAMMMSSECEAFIMSDILEPDG
MMCEHDIFLGFHGNMTRVCAAMHKGPEC
QDAAYPINGAHDD

4

10

✕

✔

✔

Number of
similar
fragments
located in
Uniprot
Database

3

Number of PIM
CBP in
PRP RP
the
sequence

Random proteins. PIM: The PIM calibrated with each group (PRP/RP) compared with the groups (columns). (✔):
Protein accepted by the PIM. (✕): Protein not accepted by the PIM. (Test plan section). Number of similar fragments
located in Uniprot Database: Number of fragments found in Uniprot Database. Test: (✔): Protein accepted by the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. (✕): Protein not accepted by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (p-value = 0.01, Table 1).

The geometric representation of the electromagnetic profile (Fig. 1) of the Random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 1)
did not match with the electromagnetic profile of the Pseudo Random proteins (Table 1, paragraph 2) in any of the 16
polarity interactions.
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Fig. 1 Polar frequency distribution for the Random protein and Pseudo Random protein groups. The X-axis represents the 16
polarity interactions (Evaluation of electromagnetic profile section).

4. Discussion
There are ten times more matching fragments from Pseudo Random proteins in Uniprot Database [1] than matching
fragments from Random proteins. The Pseudo Random proteins were built so the polarity profile influenced them, it
was assumed that the "typical profile" of the proteins found in nature would resemble more the "Pseudo Random
pattern" and less the "Random pattern", however, this was not so. Several studies characterizing different protein groups
from their electromagnetic profile [3-19], extracted from diverse databases, showed that the Pseudo Random protein
profile was the "typical profile". In fact, it was not expected to find such a high number of matching fragments from
synthetic proteins, it was assumed that the "random profile" would be a new and rare protein group. Future work will be
focused on searching the "random patterns" in all the proteins registered in Uniprot Database, in order to know how
large the dissemination of this regularity is in the proteins found in nature.
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5. Conclusions
The analysis of the regularities in the two groups of synthetic proteins built with a different level of randomness,
whose fragments found in Uniprot Database showed high incidence, leads to the assumption that the random pattern is
used by nature in the protein polymerization process.
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